
A magical venue to 
celebrate and enjoy 

your special occassions

Contact Us

Tribal Gallery
Loresho Ridge, Loresho, Nairobi

+254 (0) 713 825250
Louise.Paterson@Tribal-Gallery.com

www.Tribal-Gallery.com



WEDDINGS AT
TRIBAL GALLERY

Tribal Gallery is a unique and
beautiful place to celebrate a

 wedding.  Surrounded by lush, 
tropical gardens, the house is 
filled with wonderful art and 

hand-created furniture &
textiles from across Africa and 

Asia.

Give your wedding day 
the beautiful 

backdrop it deserves

Hire the Perfect Venue
Lit by candles and open fires
 inside and with an outdoor

terrace overlooking an enchanting 
garden, Tribal Gallery is a magical 

venue.

Unique Dining Experiences
Tribal Gallery partners with 

talented cooks and chefs who
 create exquisite dining

 experiences - employing
 innovative twists on traditional 
recipes from across the globe. 

We will work with you to produce 
a menu that will be a highlight of a 

wonderful day.

Flowers
We ensure that the sense of 

magic and celebration is 
heightened with displays of 
gorgeous flowers. Delicate 

roses, blushing carnations and
 vibrant alstromeria are displayed 

throughout the gallery.



“You don’t stop laughing 
because you grow old, 
you grow old because 

you stop laughing”

George Bernard Shaw

BIRTHDAYS AT
 TRIBAL GALLERY

Tribal Gallery is the unique
 setting for a magical celebration.
Indoors, candlelight illuminates 

furniture up-cycled from old 
dhow sailing ships, antique 

North Asian pieces and beautiful 
fabrics. The shadows of the open 

fire play across the artwork of 
leading African artists. 

Meanwhile, outdoors on the 
terrace, guests lounge on thick, 

cosy floor cushions, carpets 
frame low hardwood dining

 tables and the air is scented by 
tropical plants and flowers.

What better place to celebrate 
another year with friends, 

conversation and laughter?

Tribal Gallery will partner 
with you to create an inspired 

fine dining and beverages 
menu to celebrate your special 

day



“I would rather die of 
passion than of 

boredom”

Vincent Van Gogh

Corporate Events
 at Tribal Galley

Hire the Perfect Venue
Tribal Gallery is a refreshing 
alternative to the traditional 

hotel restaurants and ballrooms 
that we all know so well. Set in 

the lush greenery of Loresho, it’s 
a beautiful space to mingle with 
coleagues and clients, celebrate 

recent success, create new 
strategy and build passion for 

your next big idea

Enjoy Inspired Dining
Tribal Gallery partners with
talented cooks and chefs to 
create menus that employ

innovative twists on traditional 
recipes- inspired by the finest 
cuisines from across the globe. 

We will work with you to
produce a delicious fixed menu, 
complemented to perfection by 

fine wines and cocktails


